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THE SENSOR SHOW
Taking place on the 17th and 18th of June at the brand new Conference Centre
Nord of Messe Munich, The Sensor Show’s congress offers paid VIP content
streams featuring the world’s most important sensor end users and leading
manufacturers. Enjoy exclusive functions, high-level networking and bespoke
1-2-1 meetings with 300 industry professionals, and contribute to a top-flight
multi-track agenda.

Who will you meet?

automatica is very happy to expand its sensor
technology portfolio in cooperation with Radar
One Media. The Sensor Show will offer visitors the
opportunity to engage with some of the industry’s
most innovative and forward-thinking developers and
manufacturers of sensor technologies. We would like
to welcome the many new visitors and exhibitors this
show will attract to automatica and are proud to have
such a progressive partner on-board.
Armin Wittmann, Exhibition Group Director - automatica

300

Senior Stakeholder Delegates

45,000

automatica Trade Fair Visitors

WhY ATTEND?
An international gathering: Major sensor buyers, manufacturers and
visionary IoT leaders from around the world.

40%

Design,
Research and
Development
Engineers

37%

Directors,
VPs, &
C-Level
Executives

23%

Managers
and Heads of
Department

Top level networking: A dedicated meeting area, social events and
one-to-one meeting tool to help you connect with other attendees.
Innovation Oriented: Exciting case studies for break through sensor
technologies, start ups and industry leading R&D initiatives.
Crucial Intelligence: Essential insights into emerging opportunities
from 5G connectivity to MEMs sensors.
A week of opportunities: Part of Automatica’s week of events,
co-located on sight with Europe’s largest automation trade fair with
approximately 45,000 visitors.

Confirmed Speakers include:

Francisco Jose Leon
Arevalo
Robotics & Automation
Expert, Airbus, SPAIN

Stefan Bina

Mark Chapman

Mark Daly

Domonkos Gaspar

Pankaj Bodhare

Claudio Di Biase

Industrial IoT Networking
Project Manager, B&R
Automation, GERMANY

Engineering Director,
Bloodhound Land Speed
Record, UK/SOUTH AFRICA

Engineering Director,
Digital Industries Analyst,
Bloomberg, UK

Digital solutions Lead
(Manufacturing), Roche,
SWITZERLAND

Resident Digital
Manufacturing Expert, TATA,
GERMANY

Project Manager Powertrain
area, FCA Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles, ITALY

Muralikrishna
Sridhar
Programme Head Autonomous AI for Mobility
Continental, Germany

Josef Kriegmair

Duong-Van Nguyen

Richard Allbert

Sascha Karimpour

Jean-Luc Jaffard

Lennart Hinrichs

Anthony Depaolantonio

Welix Klaas

Lead for Turbine Blade/
Structure Casing Production,
MTU Aero, GERMANY

Head of ADAS, Panasonic,
GERMANY

Former Head of Digital
Innovation, Pirelli,
GERMANY

Managing Director, Plug and
Play Tech Center, USA

VP Sensor; Engineering
and operations, Prophesee,
FRANCE

Commercial Director,
TWAICE,
GERMANY

Reliability and Test
Instrumentation and Imagining
Supervisor, Tesla, USA

Program Manager,
IoT, Ericsson,
Estonia

Prof. Hamid Doost
Mohammadian
Director for International
Management, Fachhochschule des
Mittelstands (FHM), GERMANY

Erkut Ekinci

Tiago Cunha

Daniel Aitken

Javier Ferrer

Ramya Gajula

Sebastian Seutter

Matthias Schindler

Head of IT, Hugo Boss,
TURKEY

Process Engineering, TMG
Automotive, PORTUGAL

VP Sales & Marketing,
Leddartech, CANADA

CEO, WiTrac,
SPAIN

IoT Project Leader, Michelin,
FRANCE/INDIA

Industry Lead Manufacturing
Director, Microsoft,
GERMANY

Programme Head Autonomous AI for Mobility
Continental, GERMANY

Information correct at time of print, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

DAY 1 AGENDA – Wednesday 17th June 2020
08:30

REGISTRATION – WELCOME COFFEE & REFRESHMENTS

09:00

Welcome Address - Chair’s Opening Remarks

09:15

Grand Opening Keynote - Bloodhound Land Speed Record Attempt

●● Mark Chapman Engineering Director of Grafton LSR explains how Sensor technologies are enabling them to smash the land speed record.
●● Understand the potential for sensing technologies and the role they have in pushing the boundaries of what’s possible.
Speaker: Mark Chapman - Engineering Director - Bloodhound Land Speed Record - UK/South Africa

09:45

Panel Discussion – Sensor Manufacturers Leaders’ Debate

●● Leading Sensor manufacturers debate the changing business environment in 2019 and what the near future holds.
●● What are the evolving requirements of sensor end users, and how best to meet the needs of such a diverse group.
●● How best to innovate sustainably, and with innovative end users in mind.
10:15

MORNING NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

Auto & Transportation
10:45

Industrial & Manufacturing

Choosing Data Acquisition and Sensors for the Future in Vehicular Testing

How to Combat ‘Digital Shadows’ in Large Scale Manufacturing Operations

●● How many data acquisition systems do you know of, maybe 5 or 6? Multiply that

●● Orchestrating data infrastructure around sensors requirements.

by about 50 and that’s how many systems are actually out there.

●● Understanding the need for successful deployment.

●● How to make equipment investments that will still be viable in 3, 5, 10 years.
●● How to ensure that the sensors you have will be adequate for what the next
generation may hold.

●● How sensor miniaturisation and new connectivity technologies can relieve the
situation.
Speaker: Erkut Ekinci - Head of IT - Hugo Boss - Turkey

Speaker: Anthony DePaolantonio - Test: Instrumentation and Imagining Supervisor Tesla - USA

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
Information correct at time of publishing, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

Auto & Transportation
11:10

Industrial & Manufacturing

Intermediate Steps Connecting ADAS to AD in Mass Production

Cobots for the Next Generation of Smart Manufacturing

●● Gap between current ADAS systems and expected ADAS and AD systems

●● Collaborating with human workers and enhancing the floor team's capabilities.

●● Technologies to enable 3D sensing using low cost sensors by available ADAS ECU

●● How new real time haptics and tactile force technologies are empowering the

●● Advanced Sensor Fusion to compensate the deficiencies of one by the abilities of
others

smart factory.

●● The emergence of the connected worker co-existing with smart connected
machines is gaining prominence, learn how leading companies are employing
connected workers

Speaker: Duong-Van Nguyen - Head of ADAS - Panasonic - Germany

Speaker: To be confirmed

11:35

LiDAR - Understanding What is Required of Next Generation Systems for
Autonomous Vehicles

●● How LIDAR sensors are providing the most innovative and efficient vision
technologies for autonomous vehicles.

The Emerging Opportunities Caused by Declining Prices of Robotics

●● How sensor prices are making manufacturing robotics more viable, more efficient
and more affordable.

●● The wider impact of the demonetisation of sensors on innovation and

●● High accuracy, precision recognition and rolling out Lidar enabled vehicles into
our streets.

applications.
Speaker: To be confirmed

Speaker: Daniel Aitken - VP Sales & Marketing - LeddarTech - Canada

12:00

Implementing Process and Industry 4.0 Methods at the Vehicular Design Level

Apps in the Smart Factory – A Case Study

●● How to jump start smooth production methods at the design phase

●● App based interaction in the smart factory for workers.

●● Which stakeholders need to be integrated into your project?

●● Access your sensor generated data easily via app and voice interaction.

Speaker: Tiago Cunha - Process Engineering - TMG Automotive - Portugal

●● Lessons learned from practical uses.
Speaker: Jens Schmidt - Global Industry 4.0 Leader - DOW Chemical - Germany

12:25

LUNCH NETWORKING BREAK

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
Information correct at time of publishing, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

Auto & Transportation
13:25

Industrial & Manufacturing
Harnessing the Power of Artificial Intelligence and Data Analytics in the BMW
Production System

Pain Points Review at Airbus: A Case Study

●● Solving communications issue with proposed architecture

●● The BMW Production System: Core Technologies

●● IoT platforms to reinforce production

●● Artificial Intelligence: The Power of Deep Learning in the Press Shop

●● Robotic real time tracking using structured light patterns
Speaker: Francisco Jose Leon Arevalo - Robotics & Automation Expert - Airbus - Spain

●● Brownfield Production: Retrofitting Components to make them Analytics-ready
●● AI for Shortening Quality Control Loops: Manufacturing of Engines
●● Deep Learning in the Assembly Shop – the Self-Service Approach
Speaker: Matthias Schindler - Innovation, Digitalisation and Data Analytics Lead BMW - Germany

13:50

Conducting ‘On-wing’ Inspections and Repairs Using Robotics

Deep Sea Maintenance of Oil and Gas Pipelines

●● Real time remote engine repairs, keeping aircraft profitable and in the air.

●● Using robotics and state of the art sensor systems to monitor and maintain

●● How miniature robots are able to enter and repair the inside of engine casings,
and the wider industry implications of remote repair.

ocean-based oil and gas pipelines.

●● The risks and rewards of autonomous systems used in a hostile and critical piece
of energy infrastructure.

Speaker: To be confirmed

Speaker: To be confirmed

14:15

How Cities Should Prepare for Next Generation Vehicles

State of 5G - The Connectivity Revolution Coming to our Cities

●● Connected, autonomous, electrified vehicles are fast approaching. How will our

●● In this central keynote, we learn about the ramifications of impending 5G roll out

aging cities, and cities in the future cope?

for sensor companies and end users.

●● How next-generation vehicles are being designed to cope with the grid as well as
medieval road ways.
Speaker: To be confirmed

●● How to shift your systems and sensor stack to the 5G network.
●● GSMA predicts that in five years over 25 billion sensor devices will be connected
to 5G. What is the worldwide impact of this massive adoption?
Speaker: To be confirmed

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
Information correct at time of publishing, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

Auto & Transportation
14:35

Industrial & Manufacturing

How to Better Manage in Car Sensor Stacks for Engine Operation, Brakes Safety and
Emission Controls

●● With new disruptive sensors being developed every year, how does this change
the number of sensors needed per vehicle?

Predictive Maintenance Sensors and Implementation in the Factory

●● Vibration sensors, temperature sensors and oil particle sensors work together in
concert to cut off problems before they emerge.

●● In a rapidly expanding market, how do you choose between the myriad solutions

●● Sensor fusion and MEMs role in spurring new innovative applications in the
automotive field

and IoT systems?
Speaker: Ramya Gajula - IoT Project Leader - Michelin - France/India

Speaker: To be confirmed

15:00
15:25

AFTERNOON NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK
3D Sensing Technologies Using Ultrasound – Automotive Nearfield Alternatives

Merits and Benefits of Digitisation - What Sensors can Bring to Your Operations

●● Echolocation use and where ultrasound fits in the car of the future’s sensor stack.

●● Data on the growth in digitisation across different sectors, from actual Bloomberg

●● Will ultrasound compete with current vision systems? Or will it be added as a
complimentary technology.

projects

●● Industrial IoT’s untapped potential in the oil and gas sector

Speaker: Barend Van Liempd - Program Manager RADAR - IMEC - Belgium

●● According to research, what are the financial outcomes of digitising?
Speaker: Mark Daly - Digital Industries Analyst - Bloomberg - UK

15:50

Improving or Maintaining Quality Levels of Outputs

Rugged Sensor Systems for Rugged Environments

●● Sensors as the first step on the journey to improving quality levels of outputs

●● The harsh environments under which industrial operations reside call for more

●● Transformative power of real-time information in the smart factory
●● Culture and mindset to adoption – two important success factors
Speaker: Josef Kriegmair - Lead for Turbine Blade/Structure Casing Production - MTU
Aero - Germany

rugged connected systems. Sensors, connectors and relays must withstand dirt,
moisture, salt and vibration endemic to industrial sites.

●● Examining the demand for high reliability systems that can improve efficiency and
safety
Speaker: To be confirmed

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
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Auto & Transportation
16:15

Industrial & Manufacturing

Autonomous Driving in a Complex Urban Environment

Water & Wastewater Sensors – Evolution or Revolution?

●● Linking the on-board sensor stack with roadside units and smart street furniture.

●● Understanding the changes coming to water quality sensing from pH monitoring

●● Increasing vehicular vision by offloading computational tasks by AI and
distributed computing.

in the 1930s to advanced nutrient sensing today.

●● Exploring what it takes to get meaningful projects off the ground with municipal
water authorities.

Speaker: Chad Patridge - CEO - Metamoto - USA

Speaker: To be confirmed

16:40

Future Mobility at FCA Fiat

Connecting IoT Ready Infrastructure

●● Evolution and revolution go hand-in-hand on the threshold of the biggest

●● Understanding the different networking technologies that drive and connect smart

revolution in personal transportation.
Speaker: Claudio Di Biase - Senior Manufacturing Process Engineer - FCA Fiat - Italy

infrastructure and cities, from transport systems to smart buildings, security and
energy.

●● Future proofing physically disruptive installations to provide a long-term return on
investment.
Speaker: Javier Ferrer - CEO - WiTraC - Spain

17:05

Closing Keynote - Chair’s Remarks

17:30

DRINKS RECEPTION & NETWORKING

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
Information correct at time of publishing, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

DAY 2 AGENDA – THURsday 18th June 2020
09:00
09:15

Welcome Address - Chair’s Opening Remarks & Plenary Keynote
Keynote - Surviving the Harshest of Environments Orbiting our Closest Star

●● Understanding the requirements of sensing technologies in 2,000-degree heat. ESA SolO mission session.
●● How the ESA are pushing the envelope in hostile environment exploration and the ramifications for the sensing industry.
09:40

Connectivity Debate - Panel Discussion

●● How best to network smart sensing technologies today and in the near future. What are the near-term challenges and opportunities for collaboration?
●● Real world case studies for success in large scale deployment.
10:10

MORNING NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

Auto & Transportation
10:35

Industrial & Manufacturing

Automated Trucks in Mining

Connected workers – Predicting the 21st Century Workforce Using IoT

●● Realisation of a sensor driven concept as a valuable asset, driving operational

●● The emergence of the connected worker co-existing with smart connected

efficiency remotely 24/7.

●● How connectivity technologies are providing wider ranges and clarity of control.

machines is gaining prominence, learn how leading companies are employing
connected workers to improve worker safety and productivity

●● The session will explore various aspects of the IoT connected worker and will

Speaker: To be confirmed

unpack challenges and opportunities in the current state of technologies.
Speaker: To be confirmed

11:00

How to Better Manage in Car Sensor Stacks for Engine Operation, Brakes Safety and
Emission Controls

●● With new disruptive sensors being developed every year, how does this change
the number of sensors needed per vehicle?

●● Sensor fusion and MEMs role in spurring new innovative applications in the
automotive field
Speaker: To be confirmed

Ericsson’s Support of the 4th Industrial Revolution with 5G Technology

●● Smart manufacturing in Ericsson Supply Tallinn
●● Smart manufacturing use cases and technologies
●● Dedicated cellular networks for wireless connectivity
Speaker: Welix Klaas - Programme Manager of New Technology Introduction Ericsson - Estonia

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
Information correct at time of publishing, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

Auto & Transportation
11:25

Industrial & Manufacturing

Fully Exploiting Sensor Data – An Unexploited Gold Mine?

Digitalisation Index and Industry 4.0 for SME’s

●● With data becoming the new oil, how are sensors becoming more accurate and

●● How can Small sized business adopt Industry 4.0 methods when economies of

specialised in data generation.

scale are less applicable?

●● How vehicle manufacturers are dependent on data to produce accurate onboard
systems and for safety testing programmes?

11:50

Speaker: Dr Dragana Popvic Renella - COO - Senis - Switzerland

Speaker: Prof. Hamid Doost Mohammadian - Director for International Management Fachhochschule des Mittelstands (FHM) - Germany

Self-Driving Cars in Extreme, Populated Environments

Securing Smart Factory Operations Using Blockchain Enabled Sensors

●● How rugged do on board systems need to be when traditional cars are used in the

●● Our reliance on digital transformative technologies brings efficacy and

arctic circle and in the world’s hottest climates?

●● What are the limitations of vision technologies during dust storms, hurricanes and
what can consumers realistically expect from future-era vehicles?

performance gains, but with these gains comes the potential for data leakage
from sensors themselves along with computer systems.

●● How might organisations leverage blockchain to reduce digital threats.

Speaker: To be confirmed

Speaker: BR Automation

12:15
13:15

●● The merits of the digitalisation index.

LUNCH NETWORKING BREAK
Is Automation the Future of Shipping?

Inspiring Digital Transformation – A Change in Company Culture at Pirelli

●● Introducing the automated port system

●● The limitations we face when it comes to innovation in our digital age

●● Sensor driven systems operate to load/unload ships, inspect and stack containers

●● What an agile approach really means, and how it can benefit an organisation

and reduce the need for human intervention.

Speaker: Richard Allbert - Head of Digital Innovation - Pirelli - Germany

●● Speeding up the flow of goods 24/7.
●● Combatting digital errors and minimising physical accidents, ensuring cyber
security.
Speaker: To be confirmed

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
Information correct at time of publishing, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

Auto & Transportation
13:40

Industrial & Manufacturing

Digital Twins for Batteries

Perspectives on Intelligent Manufacturing

●● How analytics can improve development, after sales and operation of in-car

●● Intelligence and the role of the intelligence edge explained

batteries.

●● Intelligent manufacturing applied: How the intelligent edge and data fuel future

●● Using sensor data to understand battery degradation and performance and to
better understand battery behaviour

end-to-end operations

●● Innovating Future operations and perspectives on key technologies coming within

Speaker: Lennart Hinrichs - Commercial Director - TWAICE - Germany

the next 5 years.
Speaker: Sebastian Seutter - Industry Lead Manufacturing Director - Microsoft Germany

14:05

Facilitating Innovations Through Partnerships

●● How a growing network of innovation hubs can foster strategic partnerships and
innovations between major vehicle manufacturers and small scale innovators

●● The merits of outsourced R&D programmes and open innovation in the mobility
space.

14:30

Shifting Landscape in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing and Critical Role Played by
Advanced Sensing Technologies

●● Exploring the critical differentials that occur in high volume manufacturing, when
product regularity is key.

●● How IIoT systems need to work precisely from day one.

Speaker: Sascha Karimpour - Managing Director - Plug and Play Tech Center - USA

Speaker: Domonkos Gaspar - Digital Solutions Lead (Manufacturing) - Roche Switzerland

Conducting ‘On-wing’ Inspections and Repairs Using Robotics
●● Real time remote engine repairs, keeping aircraft profitable and in the air.

Enabling Next Generation Process Automation by Localised
Connectivity

●● How miniature robots are able to enter and repair the inside of engine casings,

●● How to establish operational excellence and measurable results in the smart

and the wider industry implications of remote repair.

Speaker: To be confirmed

factory.

●● Open real time analytics platforms and their benefits.
Speaker: KINEXON

14:55

AFTERNOON NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
Information correct at time of publishing, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

Auto & Transportation
15:20

Industrial & Manufacturing

Connected Trains - Utilising Sensors for Predictive
Maintenance

Event Based Sensing and Processing for Industry 4.0

●● How closely integrated should our public transportation systems be and what are

●● Applications and trends in the 21st century.

●● The merits of an events-based approach

the benefits?

●● Minimising out of action rolling stock by using a predictive maintenance strategy.

Speaker: Jean-Luc Jaffard - VP Sensor - Prophesee - France

Speaker: To be confirmed
15:45

Improving or Maintaining Quality Levels of Outputs

Digital Manufacturing for All

●● Sensors as the first step on the journey to improving quality levels of outputs

●● Closing the loop for real time updates from shop-floor for further improvement

●● Transformative power of real-time information in the smart factory

●● Making the digital twin possible, and imperative.

●● Culture and mindset to adoption – two important success factors

16:10

and optimisations in real world operations.

Speaker: Muralikrishna Sridhar - Programme Head - Autonomous AI for
Mobility - Continental - Germany

Speaker: Pankaj Bodhare - Resident Digital Manufacturing Expert - TATA Germany

How to Better Manage in Car Sensor Stacks for Engine Operation, Brakes Safety and
Emission Controls

MEMs: Wearable Sensors and IoT Applications

●● With new disruptive sensors being developed every year, how does this change
the number of sensors needed per vehicle?

trackers.

●● Harnessing new pressure sensors for weather monitoring

●● Sensor fusion and MEMs role in spurring new innovative applications in the
automotive field

●● Exploring the latest MEMs sensors usage in wearable devices and fitness

Speaker: To be confirmed

Speaker: To be confirmed

16:35

Closing Keynote - Chair’s Remarks

To speak or be part of a panel debate, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com
Information correct at time of publishing, visit thesensorshow.com for the latest additions to the programme

A Unique Opportunity

Messe München Conference Center Nord
Paul-Henri-Spaak-Str. 18 81829 München

Meet with a powerful group of decision makers, thought leaders and
influencers from across the entire Sensor and IoT ecosystem. Join the
biggest connectivity and semiconductor corporates and dynamic start ups
for two days of insightful debate and commercial networking.

One to one Meeting service
All attendees have access to our meeting tool online. See who else is
attending and contact them in advance to arrange meetings before you
arrive. The dedicated meeting area has everything you need away from the
main conference rooms in order to sit down and discuss commercial deals,
partnerships and future collaborations with other attendees.

Dedicated Venue at the
heart of Messe Munich
The brand new multifunctional Conference Center Nord welcomes delegates
through a spacious and light-flooded foyer to collect their pass and head up
to the top floor where participants can enjoy the three track congress and
high-profile networking opportunities.
Sitting no more than 45 seconds away from 45,000 visitors at the automatica
fair and The Sensor Show networking forums in Hall C6, entrepreneurs
and innovators will be ideally positioned to maximise presence, make new
contacts and cement relationships.

To secure your exhibition stand, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com

To secure your exhibition stand, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com

Exhibition Space
Exhibition and show layout

To Exhibition
To automatica
To automatica
Case
Study Zone

ExhibitORS CONFIRMED:
Innovation
Launch Pad

Technology
Showcase

To The Sensor Show Congress

n = Booked exhibition space

To secure your exhibition stand, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com

Register Today!!

Three ways to register...
By Phone:
+44 (0)1273 805 477

	

€399

€549

€799

Rate valid until
16th of February 2020

Rate value until
19th of April 2020

Rate valid until
18th of June 2020

Super early bird

Early bird

Association & Media Partners

Standard

By Email:
	
visitors@thesensorshow.com
Online:

www.thesensorshow.com

Summit Registration Includes:
Access to all sessions at the two day event.

A delegate pack including the full attendee list.

A personal login for the one to one meeting system.

Access to all content streams, meeting rooms and the exhibition area.

Breakfast, lunch and refreshments.

To secure your exhibition stand, call +44 (0)1273 805477 or email simon.watkins@thesensorshow.com

